**Abstract**

**Objective:** Major depression is a common mental illness with usual onset in adolescence and young adulthood. Brain imaging studies using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) have reported altered functional connectivity in depressed patients compared to healthy controls, which normalize with effective treatment. Escitalopram is an antidepressant commonly used to treat depression, but without data specifically in early depression patients. The aim of this study was to investigate the changes in neural circuitry before and after treatment with escitalopram in young adults with first-episode depression.

**Methods:** Eighteen first-episode depressed patients and 10 healthy sex- and age-matched controls (18--29 years) consented to the study. Patients underwent imaging before and after 16 weeks of open-label monotherapy with escitalopram. The control group had only 1 scan. Patients\' pre- and post-treatment depressive symptoms were assessed using the 17-item Hamilton Depression Scale (HAMD-17) and the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI).

**Results:** There was a significant decrease in patients\' scores on the HAMD-17 (p\<0.0001) and BDI (p\<0.0001) between baseline and 16 weeks. Sixteen patients completed the baseline fMRI scan and 14 completed the post-treatment scan. Compared to controls, patients demonstrated elevated activation of the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) and negative connectivity between the PCC and thalamus and subgenual cingulate at baseline, effects which normalized at post-treatment. However, other baseline differences, such as lower connectivity between the PCC and the prefrontal lobe and posterior insula in the patient group, were still evident at post-treatment.

**Conclusions:** Escitalopram was an effective and well tolerated treatment for first episode depression. Altered connectivity, shown by depressed subjects compared to controls, partially normalized with treatment. It is suggested that the lack of complete normalization of neural connectivity may be a function of duration of treatment. A major limitation of the study was the small sample size.
